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No one can have the knowledge to make a thing which cannot exhibit: 1. divisibility 2. comparability 3. connectivity 

4. disturbability 5. reorderability 6. substituability and 7. satisfiability. 

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit divisibility be made? 

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit comparability be made? 

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit connectivity be made? 

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit disturbability be made? 

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit reorderability be made? 

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit substituability be made? 

 Can a thing which cannot exhibit satisfiability be made? 

Divisibility is the property without which no one can either be a part or be a whole. Comparability is the property 

without which no one can either be an equivalence or be a difference. Connectivity is the property without which 

no one can either be a link or be a limit. Disturbability is the property without which no one can either be a 

influence or be a sensation. Reorderability is the property without which no one can either be an origin or be a 

derivative. Substitutability is the property without which no one can either be a constituent or be a substituent. 

Satisfiability is the property without which no one can either be a requirement or a fulfillment.  

 What cannot exhibit divisibility? 

 What cannot exhibit comparability? 

 What cannot exhibit connectivity? 

 What cannot exhibit disturbability? 

 What cannot exhibit reorderability? 

 What cannot exhibit substituability? 

 What cannot exhibit satisfiability? 

Everyone and everything can exhibit: 1. divisibility 2. comparability 3. connectivity 4. disturbability 5. reorderability   

6. substituability and 7. satisfiability.  Everyone who could not identify these properties would have no knowledge on 

the properties of things. 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit divisibility? 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit comparability? 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit connectivity? 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit disturbability? 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit reorderability? 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit substituability? 

 What would not happen if no thing could exhibit satisfiability? 

How can one make a thing which cannot exhibit: 1. divisibility 2. comparability 3. connectivity 4. disturbability         

5. reorderability 6. substituability and 7. satisfiability?  

The humanity shall continue with these questions until everyone acquires the knowledge to make things which 

cannot exhibit: 1. divisibility 2. comparability 3. connectivity 4. disturbability 5. reorderability 6. substituability and              

7. satisfiability.  
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